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Dear Constituents,
It has been an enjoyable and busy summer. In June, we hosted an Open House at the constituency office. I
appreciated seeing everyone who came to meet my staff and me. We attended many community events on
Neighbour Day, Canada Day, and throughout Stampede Week. It was great to connect with so many constituents
this Summer. It has also been wonderful to have some time at home with my family, to visit with friends, and to
enjoy the city, all of which I miss while I am in Ottawa.
The communities of Calgary Rocky Ridge are great places to settle down to raise a family, to retire, and to operate
a business. To the many new residents who moved into new homes this summer, I welcome you! I also wish to
congratulate residents who became Canadian citizens this year.
Over the summer I met with many individual constituents and groups on a variety of issues including defence
policy, immigration, the civil war in Syria, urban indigenous Canadians, and many more. I thank everyone who
has taken the time to call, write, or meet with me over the Summer.
The House of Commons will debate many issues when Parliament resumes this Fall. One of the first items of
business will be a vote on my Private Member’s Motion (M-43), which seeks to protect taxpayers and ensure
accountability by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) by establishing an enforceable duty of care from the CRA
to the taxpayer (article on page 2).
Finally, please take the time to respond to the survey on page 3. Survey information helps me to represent you in
Ottawa. The results will be printed in the next House to House (a summary of the results from the last survey is
on page 3 of this newsletter).
It is an honour, privilege and satisfying task to be your representative in the House of Commons.

- Pat Kelly

Why Calgary Rocky Ridge?
A number of residents have asked why our new riding is
called Calgary Rocky Ridge, given that I serve residents of
Rocky Ridge as well as 14 other communities. The name was
chosen by Elections Canada when the federal electoral
boundaries were redistributed in 2012, and the new
boundaries took effect when the election was called in 2015.
Portions of the former Calgary-Nose Hill and Calgary West
were combined to form this electoral district.
The number of seats in the House of Commons is
recalculated and the boundaries of federal electoral districts
are reviewed after each 10-year census. The Constitution
requires this redistribution to account for changes in
population. Everyone had the opportunity to participate in
public hearings after the boundaries commission published
their initial proposal.
Calgary Rocky Ridge includes the following residential
communities: Arbour Lake, Citadel, Evanston, Hawkwood,
Kincora, Lynx Ridge, Nolan Hill, Sage Hill, Scenic Acres,
Sherwood, Silver Springs, Ranchlands, Rocky Ridge, Royal
Oak, and Tuscany.

Dear Stephen Harper,
I would like to extend my gratitude to you for the
years of hard work you devoted to serving
Canada. To Laureen, Ben, and Rachel Harper,
thank you for the years of sacrifice and the
disruption of life as a political family. I wish you
all of the best in this new chapter of life.

You helped reduce the tax burden to its lowest in
50 years while making key investments and
balancing the budget.

For nearly ten years you helped achieve
Canada’s constitutional aspirations of “peace,
order, and good government.”
We weathered a worldwide financial crisis and
emerged stronger than our peers.
The Accountability Act improved parliamentary
governance and helped ensure scandals of the
past were not repeated.
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Under your leadership, Canada made principled
decisions in support of our allies consistent with
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We enjoyed these and many more measures of
good governance thanks to a skilled team under
your leadership. Now that the time has come for
new ventures, we bid a friendly farewell to a
remarkable, talented and principled public
servant. On behalf of the constituents of Calgary
Rocky Ridge, thank you.
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PRIVATE MEMBER’S MOTION (M-43)
To Establish a Duty of Care from CRA to Canadians

SUMMARY:
I tabled M-43 in an effort to provide Canadians with a legal
remedy in the exceptional cases where CRA employees act
frivolously, vexatiously, maliciously, or with gross
negligence toward taxpayers. It asks the House of
Commons Standing Committee on Finance to study and
report on the best ways of doing so. Referring the matter to
Committee for study allows the CRA, accountants, tax
lawyers, taxpayer advocates, and ordinary Canadians to
discuss how to make CRA more efficient while giving
taxpayers effective recourse if something goes wrong with
their tax files. The goal is to protect taxpayers without
crippling the CRA’s ability to collect tax revenue.

The Motion instructs the Finance Committee to report back
to the House of Commons by the last sitting day of 2017
with recommendations for the principles, scope, and
general provisions of a bill to implement these reform
measures.

OUTCOME:
The Liberals and the NDP opposed Motion M-43 when it
was debated in the House. The Parliamentary Secretary to
the Minister of National Revenue argued that the existing
dispute resolution systems at CRA are adequate.
The NDP attempted to block the introduction of this
motion on procedural grounds. The Speaker eventually
ruled in my favour, thus my motion may set a
MAIN POINTS:
parliamentary precedent by establishing that a private
M-43 would instruct the House of Commons Standing
member’s motion can instruct a committee. The NDP then
Committee on Finance to study ways to:
stated their opposition to Motion M-43 by
 create a legally enforceable duty of care owed by CRA
mischaracterizing it as an attack on the employees of the
to taxpayers;
CRA. They also complained that any problems with CRA
 make the Taxpayer Bill of Rights more enforceable,
are due to inadequate funding.
BACKGROUND:
such as by making it the standard of care for CRA’s
The Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) performs a vital role
At the time of writing, the vote on Motion M-43 is
activities; and
in Canada. It generally does a good job as a tax collection
scheduled for Wednesday, September 21st, 2016.
 empower the Office of the Taxpayer’s Ombudsman
agency, but at times taxpayers are treated unfairly.
Regardless of whether this motion passes, it could become
with investigative and remedial authority.
If a decision seems wrong, taxpayers may go through
a valuable contribution to our democratic institutions for
CRA’s internal objection process or they can take the
In particular, it seeks to:
the precedent it sets by empowering individual Members of
matter to court. In rare cases, the CRA makes mistakes that
 require CRA to ensure communication is accurate and Parliament to represent their constituents without needing
result in extraordinary and irreparable damage, including
to be in Cabinet.
reliable;
loss of a taxpayer’s home or livelihood. An enforceable
 require CRA to address complaints in a timely manner; I will continue to fight for accountability from the
duty of care between CRA and taxpayers would give
 require CRA to avoid frivolous, vexatious, malicious, government and agencies like the CRA.
Canadians confidence they would be fairly compensated in
and/or grossly negligent actions; and
the case of gross negligence. The system would be more

establish reasonable limits to the rights forming the
fair, helpful, and easier to use. In addition, the CRA would
standard of care and duty of care between CRA and
be more accountable.
taxpayers.

PARLIAMENTARY ACTIVITIES
Voting on legislation is only one of the important tasks a
Member of Parliament performs in office. In addition,
MPs:


meet with constituents to address concerns or
casework;



meet with stakeholders for advice and input on policy;



meet with members of party caucuses every
Wednesday morning when the House of Commons is
sitting to review our legislative agenda and responses
to government actions;



prepare and deliver speeches and Members’
Statements on a range of topics; and



ask questions, either by placing them on the Order
Paper for written responses, or posing them in
Question Period for oral replies.

There are also some lesser known roles which I would like
point out. I mentioned that MPs meet with their provincial
or national caucus every Wednesday. In addition to those
mandatory meetings for all Members, many MPs will join
voluntary caucuses organized by topic. These can be multipartisan, or limited to
Members from one
party. I have joined
the Natural Resources
Caucus which invites
various speakers from
energy, extraction, and
other resource fields to
update us on the state
of their industries and
share ideas for how to
bolster these important
drivers of our
economy.
Alberta Caucus

Members of
Parliament also serve

on House of Commons Committees. There is a permanent
committee for each major area of government, called a
Standing Committee. Special Committees are also
convened from time to time to address pressing but
temporary issues, such as the Special Committee on
Electoral Reform.
I sit on the Standing Committee for Access to
Information, Privacy, and Ethics, which oversees the
federal Information Commissioner, Privacy Commissioner,
Lobbying Commissioner, and Conflicts of Interest and
Ethics Commissioner.

Canada-Turkey Parliamentary Friendship Group (L-R): Sen. Grant Mitchell,
Turkish MP Yusuf Başer (Turkish Chair), Turkish MP Cemalettin Kani Torun,
Sen. Anne Cools, Turkish MP İzzet Ulvi Yönter, Hon. Judy Sgro (Canadian
Chair), Turkish MP Recep Şeker, Turkish MP Ahmet Akin, Pat Kelly

diplomacy. Person to person contacts provide us with
insight, candour, and ideally friendship. We are at times
able to learn of pressing issues in other parts of the world
and to exert friendly influence. Likewise, Canadian
politicians can learn from others and benefit from their
experience and advice.

With MP Steven Blaney and Yerevan Saeed, a survivor of the Halabja massacre, following
a briefing on the situation in Kurdistan.

Before the House of Commons rose for the summer, we
concluded a study on the Access to Information Act, and
submitted a report recommending updates to help bring the
legislation into the digital age. When Parliament resumes
sitting in September, we will continue with a study of the
Privacy Act for the same purpose. In addition, I also
participate as a substitute on the Electoral Reform
Committee.
Members of Parliament and Senators frequently join
Parliamentary Associations and Parliamentary Friendship
Groups with legislators from other countries.
Participating in these voluntary organizations gives
parliamentarians a chance to meet with and share ideas and
concerns with our counterparts as a form of informal

I have joined the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association, the Canada-Turkey Parliamentary
Friendship Group, the Parliamentary Friends of the
Kurds, and the Canada-Israel Parliamentary Friendship
Group. In light of the turmoil in the Middle East, I
appreciate the opportunity to speak with counterparts in the
region.
Shortly after the attempted coup in Turkey this summer,
the Canada-Turkey Parliamentary Friendship Group met
with a delegation of Turkish Parliamentarians and the
Turkish Ambassador to discuss the crisis. We also receive
briefings from the Anatolian Heritage Federation for
another perspective.
There is never a dull moment in the life of a Member of
Parliament, and the time demands can be extraordinary.
Along with our official duties in the House of Commons,
participating in these voluntary organizations helps us keep
up with both international and domestic affairs.

HOW OUR OFFICE ASSISTS PEOPLE
As your Member of Parliament, I am committed to
assisting constituents when dealing with federal agencies,
to ensure that services and benefits paid for with our tax
dollars are dealt with in a timely manner. Examples of
constituency requests include checking to ensure that all
necessary documents have been provided to an agency,
assistance and direction with appeals to agency decisions,
replacements of lost documents, etc. Examples of federal
agencies we work with include Canada Revenue Agency,
Department of Veterans Affairs, Citizenship and
Immigration, Employment Insurance, and the Canadian
Pension Plan.

While the constituency office is not an intake point for
government departments, we are able to make inquiries
and facilitate communication when the usual time for
processing has been exceeded.

assistance. While my staff and I will make our best efforts
to assist you, please remember that federal agencies have
discretion concerning decisions on individual cases and
have the final say regarding the outcome.

If your concern is with a federal agency, first try to resolve
the problem with the department yourself. Contact them
with your issue, and once you have received a response,
contact my office if you would like my staff to advocate
for you.
According to the House of Commons Standards of Official
Conduct, I cannot act as an attorney or offer legal

For assistance, or to
inquire about whether
we can help, please email
pat.kelly@parl.gc.ca or
phone 403-282-7980.

Defence Strategy Review roundtable held in July.

PRIORITIES & CONCERNS
Thank you to those who responded to the previous question: “Should Canada hold a referendum if making fundamental changes to our voting system?”
To date, we have received responses from 218 constituents. 81% answered “Yes.” I appreciate all who took the time to provide detailed comments.

WHAT ARE YOUR TOP 3 PRIORITIES/CONCERNS? (Please mark 1, 2, 3 on the lines)
__ Jobs/Economy

__ Immigration/Refugees __ Environment

__ Public Safety/Defence

__ Debt/Deficit

__ Changing How We Vote __ Marijuana

__ Indigenous Affairs

__ Honest/Transparent Government __ Natural Resources/Pipelines
__ Other:_________________________________________________________________________________________
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF AS A (Check all that apply):
☐ Stay-at-home parent

☐ Senior

☐ Veteran

☐ Retired

☐ Working Canadian

☐ Single parent

☐ Unemployed

☐ Youth/Student

☐ Part of a multigenerational household

☐ Parent in a two-parent household

Comments:______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Name(s):_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________ Postal Code:_____________________________
Telephone:_________________________ Email:_______________________________________________________________

OUT IN THE COMMUNITY
Over the summer I participated in and volunteered at a series of
community events. We appreciated seeing many constituents at
the office open house on June 11, and visited a number of
communities on Neighbour Day, Canada Day, and during
Stampede Week. If you have an upcoming event you would like
me to attend or volunteer to assist with, please contact the office.
Rode in the Stampede Parade with MP Michelle Rempel.

Volunteered at the Stampede
breakfast in Tuscany.

Spoke at the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama’at Canada Day event. The AMJ is
celebrating 50 years in Canada.

Canada Day at Arbour Lake

Served gallons of coffee in
Scenic Acres!
With Hawkwood residents Frank and Lynne Hickey.

Family fun in Citadel!

Scenic Acres CA President Jim Palmer accepts
Calgary Stampede’s community spirit award.
With Community Association presidents (left) Jason
Yardley (Evanston), (top) Annie Duddar (Kincora),
and (right) Pete Steenaerts (Sage Hill).

Served breakfast with Rocky Ridge Retirement Residence’s
Becky Stoddard, volunteers and Councillor Ward Sutherland.

Chad Barber, Councillor Joe Magliocca, MLA Prasad Panda, and
Kincora volunteers Sarah Kromm, Sabeen Haqqi, and Nirav Shah.

Calgary Ukrainian Festival in June with (L-R) MLAs Prasad Panda
and Ric McIver, and association director Michael Ilnycky.

Judged the Ranchlands bike decorating contest.

With constituents Andy Popko & Stephan Poirier.

Islamic Association served baklava at the Ranchlands event.

CUT HERE

FOLD HERE

TAPE

Joined in the Grand Entrance of the Bow Valley College Canada Day Pow Wow.

Served juice at the RRROCA Stampede breakfast.

PAT KELLY, MP
Suite 202,
400 Crowfoot Crescent NW
Calgary AB T3G 5H6

